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Introduction 
 
The passing of our good friend and colleague Guy White on May 22, 2018, led me, and 
others, to immediately reflect, on Guy’s contribution to science, and in a narrower sense to 
this ‘Wagga’ Conference. Guy was a part of the ‘Wagga’ Conference from that very first 
Meeting in February 1977.  After some discussion with Guy’s family, Trevor Finlayson and 
Stephan Rachel, it was thought appropriate that we, the ‘Wagga’ Community, should 
recognize Guy’s contributions with an invited Tribute Talk, at this the 2019 ‘Wagga’ 
Conference, and I was asked to present it. I would like to think it was because I was a close 
colleague of Guy’s at CSIRO for over 20 years, or it may be because I knew Guy so well I 
could provide some anecdotes on Guy that may not have made the scientific literature or, 
simply, I am the last person standing. I would like to thank the Organizing Committee of the 
2019 ‘Wagga’ Conference for including this Tribute Presentation in the Program, and for 
inviting members of the White family to participate in this Tribute and the Conference Dinner 
this evening.  
 
The Beginning 
 
Guy Kendall White was an only child and he was a country boy. His father had experienced 
the horrors of the First War in a Light Horse Regiment at Gallipoli and the Sinai, and was 48 
by the time he returned to Australia. He married in 1924 and Guy was born in 1925.  Guy’s 
early years were spent in the Central Coast and Hunter region of NSW. His farther had an 
orange orchard at Terrigal, but the orchard business failed during the Great Depression. These 
were tough times, and his father then got a job with his brother on a property beyond Blackall, 
Queensland, where he stayed for the rest of his life. This remote property had no married 
quarters and no school, so Guy at about age 10 moved to Sydney with his mother.  
 
School Years and University 
 
Guy’s mother rented a flat in Rose Bay, and with the help of relatives, friends and 
subsequently a scholarship, she was able to send Guy to Scots College as a day boy. He 
graduated dux of Scots College in 1941, and school swimming champion.  
 
Guy’s strong connection to country resulted in him becoming a competent horseman, and he 
loved nothing more than in school holidays escaping to the country to ride and show his skills 
in mustering sheep and cattle on friends’ properties. This was a great help to those who had 
sons away at war. Indeed, in many ways Guy was always a country boy, having a great 
affinity for the bush through-out his life. He loved the remoteness, and had an excellent 
knowledge of Australian native flora and fauna. Even in his later years he continued to 
venture far and wide on outback tours. 
 
As an aside, long term attendees of this ‘Wagga’ Conference may remember that many years 
ago the college used to run a course in horse husbandry. We would find ourselves sharing 
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facilities with those on the horse husbandry course, and I can remember Guy being in earnest 
conversation with the son of Bart Cummings on the subject of horses.  
 
 
At Scots College, Guy was influenced by a very good geology teacher, and when he gained 
entry to Sydney University his intention was to study geology. He ended up studying geology 
for a year, found organic chemistry somewhat dull, but in later years he developed a strong 
interest in physics stimulated by a vacation physics job he had obtained at the CSIR’s 
National Standards Laboratory, located in the grounds of Sydney University. This was 
wartime, and Guy found himself working alongside very talented and motivated people in 
areas such as heat, measuring and controlling temperatures, and photometry.  Guy completed 
his studies at Sydney University obtaining a BSc (Hons 1) and an MSc in nuclear physics.  
 
Oxford 
 
Guy was keen to pursue postgraduate study and knew that he was assured of a CSIR Overseas 
Studentship. It was suggested to him, by CSIR’s Chief, Australia had a knowledge deficiency 
in cryogenics and low temperature physics, and that this would be a good area for him to 
study. Guy accepted a CSIR Overseas Studentship and departed for the Clarendon 
Laboratory, Oxford, to pursue his physics studies. 
 
In this period after the Second War the Clarendon Laboratory was the key low temperature 
laboratory in the UK. It had benefited from the arrival some years earlier of three very good 
scientists of Jewish background, who had wisely decided to leave Germany, Simon, 
Mendelssohn and Kurti. Simon, later Sir Francis Simon, was Guy’s supervisor, and he 
suggested to Guy that he study the properties materials, in particular electrical and thermal 
conductivity, from liquid helium temperatures to ~100 K. But before proceeding with this, 
Simon requested Guy build an improved helium liquefier. So Guy’s D.Phil. focused on 
measuring the rate at which superfluid helium flowed through very fine channels, and the 
construction of a helium liquefier.  Before Guy left Oxford to return to Australia, Sir Francis 
Simon advised, “White, I would not try to do work on the properties of liquid helium or 
superconductivity. You are too far away. The main work on that is here, and in Leiden, 
Harvard, MIT and Cambridge. But there is all this other work on the transport properties. 
That, is, the thermal properties of materials over the whole temperature range that we don’t 
know very much about.” For those of us familiar with Guy’s research, we can see the echo of 
Sir Francis Simon’s remarks. 
 
Whilst at the Clarendon, Guy became a member of Magdalen College and captained the 
Oxford swimming club. Guy was an Oxford man and he made deep and life-long friendships 
whilst he was at Oxford. Throughout his research career, Guy seemed to always have research 
collaborations with one or more people at the Clarendon. Guy returned frequently for many 
years to catch-up with people at Oxford, and I think also to just taste the Oxford ‘air’. Guy 
loved walking, and I certainly enjoyed brisk walks, with good conversation, with him through 
the Oxford University Parks and along the Cherwell.  
 
Return to CSIRO 1950 and Canada 
 
Guy returned to the National Standards Laboratory in Sydney in 1950 where he worked in a 
small group, primarily with Paul Klemens and John Rayne, on the thermal properties of 
solids, elastic constants, bulk moduli and the propagation of sound in solids.  After three years 
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he got ‘itchy feet’ and moved to the National Research Council of Canada in Ottawa, joining 
its newly formed low temperature laboratory as a postdoctoral fellow. In 1955 he returned 
briefly to Australia to supervise a Colombo Plan student, after which he returned to Ottawa, 
taking up a position as a Research Associate at the NRC. Guy felt the most productive period 
of his research career was whilst he was in Canada.  
 
Guy was first and foremost an experimentalist, and it was in Canada that he wrote 
Experimental Techniques in Low-Temperature Physics, published by the Oxford University 
Press, 1959, with future editions in 1968, 1979, and 2002 (the last edition was co-authored 
with Philip Meeson). This book quickly became the ‘bible’ of low temperature experimental 
techniques for researchers in the field, and it was translated into several languages. I can 
remember returning to CSIRO in the late 1980’s from visiting the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences and telling Guy that they were very keen for him to visit. Guy was unsure whether 
he wished to visit China, but he was persuaded to go. Guy was amazed, and somewhat 
embarrassed, by the adoration he received when he visited. Whether Guy realized it, or not, he 
was largely responsible for the development of low temperature physics in the Peoples 
Republic of China, as his book was one of the few available in Chinese.  
 
Guy returned from Canada to the National Standards Laboratory, Sydney, in 1958, to a newly 
constructed and working helium liquefier. 
 
Return to CSIRO 1958 and beyond 
 
The measurement of thermal expansion of solids at low temperatures is challenging. For 
example at 5 K a copper specimen of 100 mm length will expand ~0.5 nm over a 1 K interval 
necessitating a sensitivity to measure to 1% of ~5 pm. Guy on his return to the National 
Standards Laboratory in 1958, began to ponder  how he might measure such small changes in 
length. He became aware of work being done in electrical standards in another part of the 
laboratory by Mel Thompson and Doug Lampard in developing very sensitive ratio 
transformer bridges capable of comparing capacitances with a resolution of better than 1 part 
in 108. In a clever piece of thinking and insight Guy realized this could be used to measure 
length changes at the picometre level, and so what has become known as the Three-Terminal 
Capacitance Method was born, being the heart of a dilatometer for measuring thermal 
expansion. Guy’s low temperature expertise combined with the Three-Terminal Capacitance 
Method opened up the field of thermal expansion at low temperatures, and his method was 
adopted by many researchers in the ensuring years. 
 
The study of thermal expansion became Guy’s research passion for the rest of his career. Guy 
realized to make good progress in the understanding of thermal expansion, a larger group 
studying more broadly the low temperature thermal properties of solids was necessary. Guy 
appreciated the range of talents required for building such a research group, and at CSIRO he 
built a world class group containing a mix of experimentalists, theorists and first class 
technicians. All were equal, and it thrived under his leadership. Guy had some reservations 
about the relocation of the CSIRO Laboratory from the grounds of Sydney University to 
Lindfield in the late 1970’s, as he felt it would weaken the close contacts with departments at 
Sydney University and industry in the Alexandria Waterloo area. Guy officially retired from 
CSIRO as a Chief Research Scientist in 1990, and then became a CSIRO Honorary Fellow. In 
retirement he continued to attend national and international conferences, serve on the editorial 
boards of both Cryogenics and the International Journal of Thermophysics, contributed to a 
Landolt-Bornstein volume (Springer), and be active in the Australian Academy of Science. A 
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major interest was analysing and evaluating data, which resulted in the compilation of 
reference thermophysical data on technical and engineering materials with CODATA 
(Committee on Data of the International Council of Science). Also in collaboration with Hugh 
Barron he authored Heat Capacity and Thermal Expansion at Low Temperatures, a volume of 
The International Cryogenics Monograph Series, published by Kluwer Academic/Plenum 
Publishers 1999. If you have a deeper interest in thermal expansion I suggest you read it. It is 
also an ideal way to understand and appreciate Guy’s significant contributions to the study of 
thermal expansion of solids. 
 
Guy enjoyed travel, frequently attending international conferences, one of his favourites was 
the Low Temperature Physics Conference series, and he always had on-going research 
collaborations that seemed to span all continents. For example, Guy spent 1964-65 at the Bell 
Laboratory, New Jersey. Guy was very supportive of early career scientists, and he enjoyed 
hosting visitors to CSIRO, be they students or senior scientists, always making them feel very 
welcome.  He gave lectures to students on cryogenics at the University of NSW and other 
universities. He contributed to a scholarship fund for Australian graduates to study at 
Magdalen College, Oxford. 
 
It was not just science at CSIRO, as Guy was a founding member of the CSIRO Ski Club, a 
regular tennis player, and a member of a wine group which included staff from Sydney 
University. Guy enjoyed good food and wine. With the move of CSIRO to Lindfield Guy 
became a member of the grounds committee, planting many Australian native plants. At 
CSIRO Lindfield there was a real esprit de corps and bonhomie among the staff, none more 
so than immediately before Christmas. Cryostats were warmed-up and vacuum pumps shut 
down, as the Group shepherded by Guy headed to the cafeteria to enjoy Christmas delicacies, 
interesting food and a drink. 
 
Life at CSIRO was not always smooth. The tale was related to me how on one occasion Guy 
was suddenly called away from his laboratory. He had just warmed up a glass cryostat and 
being in hurry he looked around for some where he could place it, and decided on standing it 
up in a waste bin. In the few moments he was out of the laboratory the cleaner had been, and 
all that remained was a pile of broken glass in a large bin on the cleaner’s trolley. Needless to 
say the laboratory glass blower spent the next week or two making a new cryostat. 
 
Guy’s contribution to science was recognised by a range of awards and prizes. He was 
awarded the 1965 David Syme Prize from the University of Melbourne, in 1970 he was 
elected a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science, he was a Fellow of the Institute of 
Physics, UK, a Foundation Fellow of the Australian Institute of Physics, In 1994 Guy was 
awarded a DSc by the University of Wollongong, and the triennial Yeram S Touloukian 
Award of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.  In 2000, Guy was appointed to the 
Order of Australia in the General Division (AM). 
 
Guy and the ‘Wagga’ Condensed Matter Physics Conference  
 
Guy attended the very first ‘Wagga’ Conference then named ‘The Australian Institute of 
Physics Solid State Physics Meeting’ in February 1977, and gave the Invited Paper, ‘Thermal 
and Electrical Properties Solids’. As far as I can tell Guy attended 24 ‘Wagga’ Conferences, 
last attending in 2009,  presented 26 papers, was Conference Chair in 1985, was on numerous 
Organising Committees, a frequent Session Chair, and Student Oral and Poster Judge on 
many occasions.  A quick perusal of the papers presented by Guy reveals the broad range of 
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materials that attracted his interest, for example, glasses and glass ceramics, Cr, CrV and FeNi 
alloys, tunnelling an alkali halides, stainless steels, high-Tc superconductors etc. For Guy, a 
good talk was one that that explained the physics, and did not become bogged down in the 
mathematics. One Wagga ‘old-timer’ told me that Guy chided him for using the word 
Hamiltonian! Guy was a great supporter of the ‘Wagga’ Conference enjoying the informal 
relaxed atmosphere, interacting with students, and the scientific collaborations that grew out 
of a ‘Wagga’ Conference. 
 
The ‘Wagga’ Conference has been going so long that it has its own folk-lore, and a couple of 
tales that involve Guy spring to mind.  In the early days, before the upgraded Hume Highway, 
getting to and from Wagga from Sydney was an adventure. Often up to twelve people would 
attend from CSIRO, and CSIRO would provide 3 or 4 cars. We would leave early on the 
Tuesday and head over the Blue Mountains, and down the Olympic Way, lunching at the 
Lachlan Hotel or a Service Club in Cowra. The return trip would either be back the same way 
or via the Hume Highway. One year a CSIRO car was heading north towards Cowra and the 
occupants saw in the distance a tall ‘articulated’ gentleman vigorously kicking the rear tyre 
and/or the rear of a car beside the road. On getting closer, it was revealed to be Guy venting 
his frustration, as the car had broken down. They all squeezed into the second car and 
continued the journey. On returning to Lindfield, Guy rang the Laboratory Secretary and 
suggested he head to Cowra to retrieve the car. Guy also had an uncanny knack of falling 
asleep in a talk, but at the end of the talk he would wake from his slumber and ask the 
presenter a penetrating question. 
 
At a personal level, I pay tribute to Guy’s contribution in forming the ethos of the ‘Wagga’ 
Conference. 
 
Beyond science  
 
There is much more I could say, and perhaps a little I shouldn’t say, but let me conclude with 
some general comments.   
 
Though Guy was a very senior scientist in CSIRO he did not seek leadership positions. Some 
thought he should have. This was not because Guy thought leadership positions were 
unimportant, but rather, in my view, he felt the best and enduring contribution one could 
make was by good science.  It was science that mattered.  A CV littered with references of 
competence in CSIRO Excel Spreadsheets and CSIRO’s arcane bureaucratic ways was of 
little value compared to one populated with publications in high citation journals or invited 
talks at international conferences. Guy did worry about the health of Australian science and 
he thought this was best addressed by being an active member of the Academy. 
 
Guy had a vast network of contacts both here and overseas. Travelling with Guy was fun, not 
just because of the leading scientists one met, but because for Guy travel was as Mark Twain 
wrote: “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness, and many of our people 
need it sorely on these accounts. Broad, wholesome, charitable views of men and things 
cannot be acquired by vegetating in one little corner of the earth all one's lifetime.” 
 
Guy was not an ostentatious person, nor was he dazzled by it in others. I can remember the EJ 
Holden lasted for many years. He didn’t like waste and would rather repair an appliance than 
throw it out. Dare I say we were amused often by the old toaster, kettle etc. that appeared in 
the laboratory for repair. He was ‘sensible’ with money. He supported charitable institutions. 
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Guy was both supportive and protective of immediate colleagues. Guy knew how to celebrate 
special events, and I witnessed his generosity of spirit to colleagues on such occasions. He 
was very fair in his dealings with people. For Guy, I think, a person’s worth was judged not 
just by contributions in a scientific sense, but more holistically. For him the notion of good 
acts and a good person were very real. 
 
Guy may not be with us in the flesh, but his contributions to science will live on, and their 
worth will not be diminished with time. 
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